Abstract-Traditional sliding windows method for region proposals always focus on the numerical feature values. Instead, we find that the arrangements of convolutional features in deep CNN keep a lot of spatial information of objects in image, and by extracting the positions of high value features as region proposals, we get a unified structure of object detection only based on forward CNN features.Our method has high speed and reasonable performance, since we get the idea from the representations of relievo, so we call this relief impression object detection. We also propose an assumption that the deep detector can act as human's eye sight tracing without specialized training, we verify this assumption by creating a process called recursive finetuen in our method and get obvious promotion. Our method can get a good perfomace on the limited region proposals situation with very high speed and less computation resource. As far as we know, our work is the first one that notice the massive spatial information stored by the CNN convolutional features arrangement , and use them on the object detection task.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object detection in image is a very important task for image processing [1] . Recent advanced object detection methods highly rely on accurate region proposals with deep convolutional neural network(CNN) [2] . These region-based convolutional neural networks(R-CNNs) [3] , [4] always treat region proposal methods as a separate part from the CNN, which makes the process time consuming and not easy to deploy in real situation.
The R-CNNs style consider object detection as a classification problem, so it first gets those regions suspected to contain object, and then use classifer to get the confidence of a region to a specific object(e.g. cat, cup). Not like end-toend deep CNN classifiers which dominate image classification area [13] - [16] , there is still not an dominated elegant method for extracting region proposals speedy and accurately. Thats make the region proposal generate part a bottleneck of RCNNs method.
Region proposal method can be commonly separated as two categories [17] : windows based and group based. Windows based methods like Bing [8] use sliding windows on input images, and calculate the objectness of the windows to decide the correlation between the windows and objects, these methods has a problem that, it would be too complex to search an image using all possible sliding window size, so the commonly used solution is hand defining some scale of windows size for sliding window, these methods always need object annotation to help training. Group based method, such like the commonly used Selective Search(SS) [5] , uses pixel level information for grouping to generate the candidates of the objects in an image, these methods do not need object annotations, and usually more accurate than windows based methods, but is very time consuming.
These two kinds of ways commonly treat region proposal extracting as a separate part from CNN classifiers, no matter in feature extracting, or proposal computing. Which makes them time costly, and limit their ability. Windows based method is very intuitive for traditional CNN model because they share the common idea of sliding window that could be easy combining the two parts [19] but this method was blocked by the puzzle that how to decide a reasonable window size for an image. Group based method do not need to worry about this because they can get the size of the object from detecting the edges while grouping on pixels, but this method give up using the aplenty of spatial information stored inside the CNN which can help the region proposals generating and make the entire process more unified and quick.
Our contribution is this, based on the feature arrangement in deep CNN convolutional layer(see section III-A) and human sight trace assumption(see section IV-B), we create a approach to make the region proposal generating and detecting a unified process. Which can be easy deploying and calculating in a restricted hardware situation while keep a acceptable accuracy. As our method is inspired by the similarity between convolutional feature maps and relievos, we called this model relief impression image detection(RIID), an overview of our method is shown in Figure 1 .
Since it is intuitive to get the idea that a classifier can recognize an object in an image only if it can find the object in the image. It is a natural thinking that when we use a deep CNN classifier to classify a image, the space information may also be extracted into the CNN for classification. Intuitively we get the thought that deep CNN models store the information of positions to those objects which classifier has recognized. [20] - [24] . These visualization results also express that the features in convolutional feature maps are stored according to its position in original pictures which inspire us that this feature arrangement may store huge position information where not ever be well investigated. Our idea is to get the position of the large values on the feature maps in a CNN, and map them back to the original image, according to [20] if the feature has a large value always means the classifier pay more attention on the part of the image where the feature is extracted from. So the region we get from back-mapping could be treated as the region proposals.
Our method based on the convolutional features in deep CNN, and these features are got by sliding window convolution, so our method can be treated as a type of windows based methods.
This paper is arranged as follow, first we will introduce some related work in section II, then we express the idea of region proposals from relief impression in section III, next section IV we will talk about some region proposal finetune method for the proposals, finally we will describe the experiments and conclusions in section V and VI.
II. RELATED WORK The task of detection aims to classify all the objects in the image and give each object a bounding box to locate it. For commonly used R-CNNs models, there are two main ideas to generate region proposals: windows based method and group based method. Group based method is the most commonly used because it can get higher accuracy but sliding windows based method is more compatible for CNN [19] and can share the powerful representation of the CNNs, also windows based method are more quicker.
Group based method: group based means those methods that generate segments which may contain objects in an image. These methods force on bottom-up clues like the pixel details contained by image itself, they do not need further annotation of the objects, and thats make the process very long [17] .
Selective search(SS) [25] is a commonly used, high accurate group based region proposal method, it base on the superpixels, it manually desige the merge process for grouping of superpixels. SS is used in many state-of-the-art object detection models [3] , [4] , [17] , and become a baseline for the region proposal methods.
Windows based method: windows based method, on the other side use the top-down clues like objectness [6] to judge whether a image window contains a object, like Bing [8] they usually use sliding window approach followed by classifier on each window candidates. This approach depends on a good evaluation metric of objectness which is correlated with the input features and a accurate classifier. Objectness [?] , [6] is a well known methods, which use mutiple image clues to score a inital windows set generated by salient locations in an image. Rahtu [27] use many low level clues to generate boxes, and a scoring method very similiar to Objectness.
BING presents a very fast sliding windows implementation by training a simple classifier about edges, but it has very low localization accuracy. Sliding window method [17] may seems intuitively for the CNN model but if we want to use this thought to search a image exhaustively the complexity for a NxN image is O(N 4 ) which is not possible for nowadays hardware. Edgeboxes also using sliding window to generate candidate windows, followed by object boundary estimate and some finetune technology, this method generate a very quick speed and do not need parameter learning but need to tune still need to tune some hyer parameter to fit different situation like IoU threshold(see in section V-C). Similiar to these method, our approach also based on sliding windows, because the convolutional features we forcus on are generated by the sliding windows from lower layer, and we also use some finetune methods for a better localization, but we totally pay attention on the features' arrangements, not the feature values like Bing and Edgebox do. Particularly, like Edgeboxes, our method do not need parameter learning and is totally unsupervised.
There are also some other works [10] , [28] , [29] which trys to use features in CNN to help locate objects, but they are all supervised methods, and also ignore the huge spatial information kept by the arrangement of features in feature map. Those methods use feature map as some noiseless image and focus on the feature values with some learning methods originally used on raw image. That makes the object detection still a separate part no matter on learning or test.
III. REGION PROPOSALS FROM RELIEF IMPRESSION
In this section we present the details of our method. The brief idea can also be viewing in Figure 1 
A. Basic idea
In the convolutional feature maps of deep CNN model, the more significant feature has a more large value than other feature values in the map [20] . And the feature values in a feature map are arranged as their relative position in the raw image, so we can simply target a cluster of features on the feature map by their values, and back trace the parts in the raw input where the target features come from. The feature maps are like the relievos to the raw input image: the back ground are filter away, and the key points of the vision are portrayed on the map, the important object got a higher position then less important object in the relievo, the height of the object make the position of the object more clearly so that people can get to know the position of the things in a relievo by the touch of their hands. Just like in the feature map, the important value get high value.
Based on such view, we can think about how we target the objects on a relievo picture, and then transfer to convolutional feature maps. When we look at the relievos, we can naturally ignore the background noisy because the background was filter out or just have a very low height than other objects, and the obvious objects on the relievos are always have a significant height than its nearby less obvious one. So when we see a relievo, we first focus on the parts that have a significant height on the surface, to target the object's roughly position, and then the detailed objects according to their variance of heights, because commonly the similar parts or objects always have the same height, see the Figure 2 .
So if we treat the convolutional feature maps as the relief impression of the original image. We can regard the value of the features in the feature map as a similar criterion to the height of elements on relievo, then we can get a roughly box which contain most of the high values feature and many small boxes that contain clustered high value features. Our framework shows in Figure 1 .
B. Method
The idea of relief impression region proposal extracting is very intuitive, but there are serval problems in implementation.
Integral Feature Map: In each of deep CNN's layer, there are hundreds of featuremaps, if we process each featuremap once, it will be very costly, and since not all the featuremaps focus on the objects we want, so there are many noisy featuremaps, evaluate region proposals in such featuremaps will meaningless. So we need use some ways to filter out the noisy in featuremaps and reduce the count of featuremaps we need to evaluate.
We use a very simple way to achive such target, by the technology we called integral feature map: we normlize each featuremap by divide it with its maximal feature value, and add the result featuremaps together to generate a integral feature map for this convolutional layer, this featuremap will be the one we extract region proposals from.
Value Levels: to each feature map, we need to verify a very important metric for our relief thinking: how large a feature value could be regard as a high value that we can extracting position from. Since we could not understand what are convolutional feature maps extracting, and we also can not guarantee the value range of each feature map is the same, so, we need use some ways which do not depend on fixed values to choose the features that high enough for a specific feature map.
That could be some statistic ways, but statistic calculation always time consuming especially in count of the large amount of feature maps, so here we use some very simple metric to get the value range we can extract regions. We call it Value Levels , which is also inspired by the the character of relievo. As we mentioned, the similar objects or parts on a relievo usually have the similar height, so, we can uniformly separate the feature map values to several sub range, and the values in each range could be thought as the high values in such level, a comprehensive understanding is showing in Figure 3 .
In our experiment section V, we uniformly separate every feature map to 10 sub range.
Rough Boxes Extracting: In each sub range in a feature map, based on the idea that the similar parts will have the same height , so the features in the same sub range may very possible be parts of the same object, so to verify this, we generate a region proposal which can just cover all the features in the sub range, because this process is really coarse, so we call this step Rough Boxes Extracting.
Small Boxes Extracting: except rough boxes, we still consider about small objects which would be just a cluster of features in a sub range, as visualization of the feature maps in Figure 3 , we can see that there are many cluster of points in the sub range. Still change the view to the relievos. the similar parts of a object may be at the same height , the similar small objects will also be at the same height, like the different follows in the relieve shown on Figure 2 . So in a sub range, we also want to find a way to get the clusters of features which can represent different objects.
Intuitively, this may suitable for the clustering tasks.But traditional cluster algorithm [30] can not suitable for this problem, because them just consider about the distance of points while ignore the contour of objects that will exist, and there does no clues shown that contour of objects have relationship with the boundaries of clusters. What we only be sure is the cluster of features which are very close such like the features linked together in a sub range is belong to the same part of even just a little object.
So the small boxes extracting algorithm is aim to get all the small boxes which can just cover the linked features in a sub range of a feature map.
Convolutional layer chosen: We use the AlexNet [2] which is a famous and widely used deep CNN model. First, we dont know what type of features a specific feature map forces on. But according to the visualization work of deep CNN we know that the higher convolutional layer is more abstract which means it contain less contour and location details but more integrated concept information, so the higher layer is not suitable for accurate locate object detection but just roughly localization.
We choose the pooled feature maps generated by the first convolutional layer as feature maps we focus on. This layer is low enough that the location details do not lose too much, we need the pooling layer, because it can helps filtering out some noisy. We have do control experiments to show the difference in variant layer chosen in section V-A1.
IV. PROPOSALS FINE TUNE
Deep CNN model generate feature maps by sliding window method, the windows are dense but still keep distances between neighbor windows, so that even we back map the feature boxes selected in feature map to the original image, it can not target the object very precisely. The granularity of the proposals mapped back on the original image is determined by the sliding window size and moving stride between the input and the extraction layer. Further more, the convolutional operaton combined with pool operation will surly loose some location detals. So some finetune technology cloud be used to make the extracted proposals more accurate to the target object.
A. local search
We use local search for region proposals generated by RIID , to tackle with the problem that caused by the windows stride of convolutional operation. The local search means to each region proposal , we vary its width and height to generate several new proposals, the variance will not be too big.
In our paper, we set the local search to height and width search with randomly scale ratios [0.5,1] and [1, 15] 
B. recursive testing
Recursive testing comes from the intuition that our eyes trace an object, we call it sight trace. When we see an object, we are not always catch all the object right when we see it, there is a very common situation that we see the key part of the object at first, and then according to our pre learning knowledge we catch the whole object based on the key part we saw. For example, when we walk along the street, suddenly we saw someone waving his hand to us, we only saw the waving hand, then according to our knowledge, we know thats a left hand, then we turn our eye lights to left so that our eyes can catch the whole people.
Recursive testing is based on this thought, we think the bounding box finetune regressor in RCNN [3] , Fast RCNN [4] has the ability of sight tracing like human do. In [3] , [4] , there is a bounding box regressor beside the classifier, it output a fine tuned 4-dimension vector for the input object proposals. The fine tune vector can guide the object proposals to do transformation so that it can target the object more better, the thought is just a kind of sight trace but it just train it for one-shot tuning, means that the regressor do not trained for tracing the object continuely. But we want to check whetehr the detector has had the ability of continues tracing the object's detail from its important part to its whole body.
So, after we get the object proposals from a pre-trained deep CNN, which surely cover the key feature parts but not very exactly in contour details. We put them as part of the inputs to a R-CNN style model with bounding box regressor, then we can get he fine tuned boxes from the bounding box regressor, next we use the prediction of regressor as the input again to the R-CNNs model, that's become a recursive loop. We recursive the proposals for 10 times in our experiments, and select the proposals got the highest classification score during the fine tune as our fine tuned proposals.
Experiments in section V-A2 verify that use recursive finetune in testing can improve the performance of object detection. So it verify that the deep detector somehow has the ability of eye sight trace without special training.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare our method with the state-ofthe-art tradition method Selective search, and some traditional windows based object detection methods we discussed in related work. The dataset we use is PASCAL VOC 2007 [31] , which is a commonly used object detection dataset. PASCAL VOC 2007 contains 9,963 image totally, it has 20 categories.
The testing set contains 4,952 images, and the remaining images are used for training.
we use the Fast RCNN [4] as our implementation template. Fast RCNN is a fast implementation version of RCNN [3] , original Fast RCNN use SS to extract region proposals, this is model SS+Fast-RCNN, and by replace the SS to RIID we get our model RIID+Fast-CNN. We use Caffe project [32] to do experiments, and the caffe implementation of alexnet caffenet to do RIID, the Fast-RCNN also use caffenet as classifier.
All the deep neural networks are run on a NVIDIA Titan X GPU card, and region proposals extracting program run on CPUs which is E5-2650V2. In section V-C we use the region proposals generated by [17] and the evaluation code deployed by [33] , but this is just for the purpose of saving time, because there will be no difference if we run these methods again on our machine.
A. RIID performance
We need to find out what configuration affect our RIID most. And conform some assumptions we talk about.
1) Feature arrangement keeps location information:: In table I we change the feature layer where we get the region proposals from. We can see that as the layer goes to higher the mAP become smaller and more time is need. This result is coincide to the CNN visualization research [20] , [23] , [24] , those works find that the higher convolutional layer keeps less location informantion. And we notice that the performance of conv3 and conv4 are the same(see Figure 1) , this is no weird, because our method focus on the arrangement of the elements, not the feature value, the conv3 and conv4, are the same feature map size, and the convolutional operation do not heart too much on their spatial information, but pooling operation will heart the spatial information, so thats why pool1 perform better than pool2, even if them have the same feature map size (Figure 1) .
So it shows that extract region from pool1 is the best.
2) recursive finetune helps to locate objects: Based on our sight trace assumption, we propose recursive finetune method, now let's analysis its performance to verify whether the assumption is right on deep detector. In table II basic method contains the pipeline of integrate feature map, Rough/small boxes extracting and local search. we set the recursive loop count to 10, value level to 10.
We can also control the result proposal count in recursive finetune, by change the limitation of how many proposals to keep after recursie, and this change can also affect a liitle on detection performance. we can see in table III. In this section of analysising RIID's performance, we use the proposals save limitation to 2000, because that's enough to show the performance. In next section of compare RIID to other methods, we will use save limitation to 20000, so that we can compare algorithms at the same proposals since many methods need a larger proposals to fetech the RIID's performance.
B. Detection perfomance compare to SS
We compare our method with widely used SS with the the mAP-to-proposals curve, in Fiugre 4, we can see that, our method can quickly achieve a pretty high mAP than SS in small proposals, and only need about 400 500 proposals to achieve the best performance, while SS need about 2000 boxes to achieve the best performance. In table IV we show the best performance of SS and RIID on VOC2007 detection dataset, the detector is Fast-RCNN. mAP is mean average precision which highly used in image detection, ave proposal count means average proposal count for the method to achive the best mAP report in the table IV.
In table IV, we can see that RIID can get a competitive detection with nearly more than 5 time quicker than SS and less than half proposals.
C. Proposal Quality compare to other windows based methods
To evaluating the quality of proposals, we adopt two commonly used evaluation metrics[]. First is the curves of Recallto-proposals under different IoU threshold, recall is a well known evaluation, for analysis how many ground truth objects are found. This metric can reveal that to a certain proposal count how many objects can be recalled. The other evaluation metric is Recall-to-IoU curve.
IoU is intersection over union, a evaluation criterion to measure whether a region proposal gets an object. If we have a proposal p and a ground truth object box g, IoU of p and g is calculated as IoU (p, g) = p g p g , and we need to set a threshold β for IoU, and only when the IoU (p, g) > β so that we can think the proposal p has target the object g. Figure 6 is our Recall-to-proposals curves. We can find while the IoU threshold goes larger, our methods recall are more stable.
For Bing and Objectness, them perfom well under the IoU threshold 0.5, and become weak to other threshlod, that may be the reason that they are tuned under IoU threshlod 0.5. To Edgeboxes, in IoU threshold 0.5, our method get higher recall when proposals less than 100, and perform nearly the same when proposals grow to 1000, in IoU 0.70 and 0.75 our method also better than it when proposals less than 100, better after that Edgeboxes become better, but in IoU threshold 0.8, our method perform better than it when proposals less than 300, and than them have nearly the same performance. For SS, it perform as stable as our method, but our method always get better recall when proposals less than about 400 proposals in all the IoU thresholds we evaluated.
Further more, on the average recall curve we can find that, our method performace better than other methods while the proposal count is less then about 400, but be fetched after that. Figure 5 is our Recall-to-Iou curves, we can find that our method nearly dominate other mehods in the situation of 100 proposals, but in the situation of 1000 proposals, our method are better then Edgeboxes in high IoU threshold situation, be fetched by SS and still dominate other windows based method we evaluated. And even though our method are not perfom well in situation where proposals are more than 1000, it should be noticed that our method can get the best result in hundreds of proposals as others need thounds.
Our results shows that, our method can get a very good performance in limit proposals situation with a high speed.
VI. CONCLUSION
Our work is the firt work to use feature arrangement in deep CNN convolutional feature maps to do object detection.
We find a simple way to discard the variant noisy to spatial information in features by integral feature map generating. And use the value level , rough/small boxes technology inspired by relievo to extract region proposals from convolutional layers' feature arrangement. Finally we invited recursive finetune technology which is only one or two lines of code change to existing deep detector to finetune our region proposals.
And our simple method reveals two very interesting ideas. Firstly, we that verify only the spatial information of feature arrangement could generating a reasonable proposal performance which can be very competitive to existing window based methods, and to group based mehtods in some situation. Secondly, the recursive finetune inspired by human's eye sight trace can greatly help the rough region proposals that catch the keypoint of the object, becasue we do not train the deep detector to do that to locate the whole object, so it seems like the detector in some view has goten some property of our human vision tracing system. Finally, because our methods just need the features generated by deep CNN's forward, which mean it can be treat as another brach of deep CNN features forwarding in addition of classification calculating and detection regresoor, so our method helps the object detection become a more unified structure, and also provide a new thought to improve the performance of object detection task, and deploy the detection system in restricted hardware.
